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House Resolution 735

By: Representatives Barr of the 103rd, Rogers of the 29th, Dunahoo of the 30th, Duncan of the

26th, Hawkins of the 27th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Corporal Jason Roberson of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources1

Law Enforcement Division on being named the 2014 Boating Safety Officer the Year; and2

for other purposes. 3

WHEREAS, Corporal Jason Roberson has been employed with the Georgia Department of4

Natural Resources since October, 2000, and has exhibited exceptional performance as a5

Conservation Ranger, distinguishing himself among his peers; and 6

WHEREAS, he is assigned to patrol Lake Sidney Lanier, making sure boaters are obeying7

the boating laws and safely enjoying one of the busiest lakes in the nation; and 8

WHEREAS, by virtue of his own hard work and ability, Corporal Roberson is known for his9

efforts and success in removing impaired boaters from Georgia waterways, enforcing the10

Georgia Boat Safety Act, and engaging in search and rescue operations; and 11

WHEREAS, he always takes the time to mentor younger Rangers, sharing his knowledge and12

teaching them solid law enforcement tactics, techniques, and methods; and13

WHEREAS, Corporal Roberson is a professional that exhibits fair and unbiased14

enforcement, education where applicable, compassion when needed, dedication always, and15

is a valuable asset to the Georgia Department of Natural Resources and to the citizens of the16

State of Georgia. 17

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that18

the members of this body commend Corporal Jason Roberson and congratulate him on being19

named the Georgia Department of Natural Resources Law Enforcement Division's 201420

Boating Safety Officer of the Year.21
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized22

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to23

Corporal Jason Roberson.24


